Thank you for your interest in our brand of DJ/MC wedding entertainment. What I have to offer surpasses all other DJ services. And, I
can prove it.
Here are some highlights of what we offer. Every point is intended to convey value and benefit to you, as we are not just DJs, but a
serious company with a long history, a lot of heart, soul and a social conscience. There’s a lot to consider when choosing musical
entertainment especially for your wedding. Done right, there is a lot more to this event-critical service than most people realize, until
it’s too late. We represent the most technically competent solution for your wedding and being full time, we are committed to
providing your the best results possible, bar none. I welcome your feedback once you’ve had a look at this long list of features,
advantages and benefits. Thanks again for your interest. It means a lot to me, because I truly care.
In a world full of amateurs and imitators, weekend warriors and iPod DJ wannabe’s, there comes a point when low price is not an
acceptable excuse for poor quality and its disappointing results. Even for free, a lesser performing service is unacceptable to even the
most frugal of clients. Your wedding means too much to risk poor results.
John Ruskin said it best, over a 120 years ago:
“It is unwise to pay too much for something, but it’s worse to pay too little. When you pay too much, you lose a little
money - that is all. When you pay too little, you sometimes lose everything, because the thing you bought is
incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do. The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and
getting a lot - it can’t be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run, and
if you do that, you will have enough to pay for something better.”
When it comes to your wedding, there is no “tomorrow”, so if it’s not a total success, no amount of money can fix it, and even a full
refund can’t erase the bad memories. The phrase “Time Heals All” doesn’t apply to life’s special events, especially your wedding.
So it is mission critical that you have access to, and become educated about, quality services that offer real value and impact and set
your budget to afford what you need for a successful wedding, not settle for what can be gotten after most of the money has been spent
on other lower impact products and services. Invest wisely and have a memorable wedding, for all the right reasons.
Below is our “FAB Top 40 Hit List” - Features, Advantages and Benefits - so you can relax and be a guest at your own wedding.
Imagine that! I know it’s a lot to read, but there’s a lot riding on the DJ’s shoulders to create your greatest wedding experience, so is it
worth 5 minutes of your time to understand what others would simply hope you assume. but do not and cannot deliver. No two DJ
services are the same, but are often considered a commodity. A DJ is a DJ is a DJ. Not true. They don’t talk about this stuff, because
they don’t offer it and don’t want to have to admit it. Challenge them. We will be your best choice. It’s not about price. It’s about
results. It’s about how you will feel on your special day, and we want to help you feel overjoyed and amazed. It’s your wedding. Let’s
make it epic. And, we can prove that you can afford it. More over, you can’t not afford it, nor the risk others put you at, not
themselves. Let me help you.

Below are a few examples of uplighting, for rooms and head tables, and anything is possible. We do decor lighting, because we know
more about it than decor companies and we have something their set it and forget solution doesn’t = wireless computer control of
everything.

Because the music and lighting computers are connected, we can sync the lights exactly to the music, like no one else.
Click on the video attachment to see how cool this looks, when it’s done right.
I know what follows is a lot to read. Consider that every minute you spend planning your wedding is on behalf of all your guests, I
hope you will agree that it’s worth the time to ensure they have a great time and you feel truly special on your big day.
No.

Our Feature

The Advantage

Benefit to You

Experience - Our Most Valuable Asset (You just can’t Google, rent, hope or pray)
1

39 years of experience (since 1981) as a
professional DJ/MC.

We’ve seen and done thousands of all types
of events and many situations, so we know
how to run your wedding for maximum fun.

Vastly experienced in all aspects
of what you need most: smoothly
flowing, entertaining, fun
moments and ... memories.

2

We are full time DJs/MCs, not day job
holders. This is what we do and we love
it.

We are available day or night, weekdays and
weekends, for early setups, and full time onsite event support, not set-it-and-forget-it.

We can provide a full suite of DJ
MC and AV services for all types
of events for consistent results.

3

5-Star Excellence Award winning
professional MC (I am one of only 2 in
North America ; the other winner works
for me !)

Let us guide your wedding or company
celebration with confidence, competence and
charisma and caring, every step of the way.

Seamlessly and smoothly
flowing fun and full audience
participation await, so your
wedding dream becomes reality.

4

WPIC Certified Wedding and Event
Planner - We can save you $5,000 to
$10,000 on your wedding.

We offer The Ultimate Wedding Planning
Workshop to help you like no other wedding
vendor can.

Truly unique and eye opening
planning advice to help it cost
less and be even better.

5

Author of 15 books on the DJ industry
and trainer/speaker at DJ conferences.

We curated 38 years of professional
experience to teach other DJs. We really
know our stuff.

All this knowledge comes to
your wedding for the best results.

Business Elements - Because They Matter

6

Fully insured for Public Liability.

Many halls and hotels require this to be
allowed to play at their venues. Some DJs
have even been prevented from accessing the
property - day of. Do not let this happen to
you.

7

100% Canadian owned Ontario
corporation with no debt.

Stability in a world of change, we have the
means to be here for the long haul.

8

Peace of mind for the school board, principal,
Police Clearance Checks in place for
teachers, parents and students for school
working with youth (We do lots of school dances, kids parties and mixed generational
dances).
events like your wedding. We’re parents, too.

9

All equipment is bought brand new,
treated with utmost respect and kept in
mint condition with meticulous in-house
maintenance.

Reliable performance so your wedding won’t
suffer from an equipment failure, just as you Your peace of mind is central to
rely on your car, we rely on our equipment
our mission.
and have never had a failure.

10

Full on-site back up equipment because
“stuff” happens. Our backup equipment
is in the room at the ready, just in case.

Equipment is not left in the car, at risk of
theft, exposure to temperature extremes or
time delay ; Avoid DJs who “have someone
on standby”. Not nearly good enough.

11

UPS and power protection on main
sound equipment to prevent a shutdown
even in a total power failure !

Had that happen twice so far with no impact
on the event (even the ice storm of 2010). We Protects the equipment, which
protects your wedding’s success.
can even run off grid for hours!

We protect your event, and our
business by taking responsibility
that full insurance provides for
your peace of mind.
You’re safe booking us 1-2 years
or more in advance and remain
confident looking forward to
your worry-free event.
You can relax, knowing that
every aspect of your wedding is
age-appropriate for good, clean,
safe fun.

You deserve better. We have our
equipment with us, but never
needed it, and still we bring it ...
for your Peace of Mind.

No.

12

Our Feature

The Advantage

Full on-site technical support of all the
technologies we bring to all events.

Benefit to You

Worry free events, with added
Rather than “set it and forget it” like most AV fun of background music pre/post
and decor companies, we staff your wedding, ceremony, during cocktails,
start to finish, adding value along the way.
dinner and intermission leading
to dance time.

Music - The Universal Language of Humanity

13

Licensed music library through
CONNECT Licensing

We do not resort to Youtube downloads,
condone people using iPods, cell phones and
their personal computers as music sources at
weddings, all of which are illegal).

Federal Law Compliance for our
peace mind and yours.

14

Our extensive music library covers all
major genres spanning the history of
recorded music including a vast
collection of cultural selections from
around the world.

Our music spans the month or even the week
of your wedding back to 1898 (There’s a
story behind that song! And the song might
surprise you).

We play the music you and your
guests really want to hear and
actually dance too.

15

Our music library is updated every two
weeks with more than twice as many
new songs as we could even play in a
typical evening. We can cater to nearly
any new song request. We make a special
point of preparing the specific music for
your wedding, culturally or otherwise. It
matters that your guests feel included and
respected.

We have nearly every song ever popular in
recorded music history, and add over 120
songs per month. We could play the entire
night twice from just the last month’s worth
of new music alone!

Up to date as you and your
guests could imagine for the
songs that matter to you and
them. That spells enjoyment.

Your guests vote with their feet, leaving your
room empty far too early, making your sweet
table a waste of your money.

We play the music you and your
guests want to hear and dance to
with no filler added, for a
wedding dance party that lasts all
night This ensures you get value
from all the other things you’ve
spent money on for a great time
you’ll never forget.

16

We provide a discrete request card to
every dinner table to elicit guest input so
they hear the music they love.

17

A typical wedding for us is 100% request No ego here. Many DJs play what they like
and not what the guests want. We play
driven, so the dance floor is full for a
requests, as a company mandate, up to 100%,
very good reason.
and we aim for that every time.

Everyone has a better time
because they’re hearing and
dancing the music they love and
not sitting through songs they
don’t care for.

18

We mix your music in sets so groups of
guests are not left out of the action. Most
DJs play long sets that appeal to a select
few party goers.

We appeal to and entice every guest to join
the fun by how we mix and bridge. At our
weddings, we really bring the families
together, on every level.

We give your guests a reason to
stay until the end for The Grande
Finale!

19

We work with you to ensure all your
favourite songs are made available for
your wedding.

We ensure we have music that’s important to
you, so there’s no disappointments, only nice
surprises.

The songs the span the memories
create the moments to relive and
enjoy.

20

We respect your Do Not Play List to
avoid sensitive situations triggered by an
errant song. And before you even ask, no,
we do not play songs with explicit lyrics
or that are inappropriate for the age or
culture of the guests in the room.

You have history and songs associated with
that. If you say no, it’s no and even a guest
request will not cause us to play songs you
don’t want. Period.

We respect that human emotion
and safeguard your heart and
mind.

21

All songs are coded as to the dance
rhythm, based on our dance studio
teaching background.

People who know how to dance Ballroom
and Latin appreciate it when we play the
“real stuff” made for that kind of dancing,
not “sort of.”

Another way we entertain all
your guests, all ages, all levels of
dance skill and even inspire
others to give it a try!

Sound Equipment - Better Sound Means A Better Wedding Experience

No.

Our Feature

The Advantage

Benefit to You

22

Superior sound system choices and
configurations, with our flagship Bose
Articulated Line Array - for the most
advanced speakers on the market
creating the most uniform sound
throughout the entire room at much
lower volume than that at which other
DJs have to blast their “boxes on sticks.”

No echo or delay like other DJs who need a
speaker in each corner, or those dreaded
ceiling mounted in-house venue speakers. All
of these offerings are fundamentally
incapable of our level of uniformity. They
suffer from “spherical radiation attenuation”,
echo, phase cancelation, constructive and
destructive interference. Yep. I wrote a book
about it!

This is particularly important for
outdoor spaces such as wedding
ceremonies, If you want to know
more, ask me. For now, we call it
“whispering to the back row.”

23

Radically better sound, based on real
psycho-acoustic engineering for an music
experience that overcomes what Bose’
audio engineers call “listener fatigue.”

Your guests will stay in the room, able to talk
without shouting, enjoying the music, and
You’re gonna be amazed, for
able to jump onto the dance floor when they hours on end.
hear their requests and favourite songs.

24

Digital Real Time Spectrum Analyzer
(RTA) tunes the sound to match the
room’s acoustics as setup for your
wedding. Techie, but amazing.

Every room is different, surfaces, textures,
finishes, tables and linens. These form the
acoustic signature of the room. We tune to
the room, the way it’s set for your wedding,
not yesterday’s. No one else does this.

The best sound possible in
YOUR room for YOUR
wedding.

Harmonic Content Analyzer monitors
guest movement in the room as it
impacts sound absorption and reflection
(!) and adjusts the sound in real time, up
to 20,000 times per second. This keeps
the music vibrant and alive. Amazing. I
know, right? Pretty Cool Stuff.

Do you hold the steering wheel still, or adjust
a little even on a straight road? Call it real
time compensation, because the road isn’t
straight, flat, or even. At your wedding,
people move around, on and off the dance
floor. This changes the acoustic signature of
the room. We compensate in real time. Epic
results.

The sound stays perfect, so
guests enjoy the entire wedding
that you’ve invested in. Sound is
the glue that holds the wedding
together.

Digital Wireless technology for extra
speakers in multiple lobby/foyer area for
cocktails and mingling.

We can play the same music in the foyer as
the main ballroom, for seamless transition
from cocktails to dinner, with guiding
announcements for an on-time wedding.

Your guests are entertained for
the entire duration of your
wedding, extracting maximum
value.

25

26

27

We conduct frequent sound checks by
walking the room periodically during the
wedding.

The party is for everyone, so why evict any
of your guests with music that’s too loud? We
We want everyone to enjoy every
ensure volume and tone are not interfering
minute of your wedding. You?
with guests’ ability to stay in the main room
and talk, while the dancers strut their stuff.

28

Custom DJ table/surround for a clean
professional look.

Ensures all the wires and on-site backup
equipment are hidden away.

A cleaner look to complement
your room decor.

29

Faster set up and teardown to respect the
venues’ staff and hours of operation.

This can be critical for stand alone banquet
halls which are not open 24/7 like hotels.

Saves you risking overtime
charges for the room/staff or
needing extra staff to load out,
which can also cost you money.

Lighting Effects - Create the Decor, Mood, Theme and Energy with Our Synchronized Lighting Effects

30

We offer more lights, for vibrant colour. We
also have up to 6 different head table back
Uplighting/wall wash/ceiling wash
drop lighting effects for even more drama for
lighting for mood setting “electric decor” this focal point of your wedding. Only we
to match your wedding theme colour.
have these products, because we
manufactured them... for you.

31

Our lighting is timed to the music and
controlled by the DJ, not set to auto pilot.
Don't be fooled by DJs who do not run DMX
to control their lights or a direct sound signal.
Yep. I wrote a book about this, too.

Exciting dance floor effects for a real
night club look and feel.

Adding time syncing colour
changes from the DJ booth, to
suit the wedding and add a
musical trigger so the whole
room is a party zone. We’ve
proven this with audiences of all
ages and they loved it. You will,
too.
You get the most dramatic results
you could hope for - a really
exciting club feel - and return to
pure elegance at the push of a
button !

No.

Our Feature

The Advantage

Benefit to You

32

Multiple dance floor lighting options
offer variety to suit the wedding, room
size and budget.

We offer a wide range of lighting packages
from simple ... to simply amazing.

Sized for the room and your
budget, we have a solution you’ll
love.

33

We have special wash lights to bathe
large ceilings and entire tents in your
vibrant colour.

Many venue ceilings and certainly tents lack
architectural details, so we create drama with
colour, even moving colour wash lights.

You get the wow factor you
deserve in your wedding theme
colour.

34

All lighting can triggered by the music
directly computer to computer, not using
the on-board mic inside the light which
can be fooled by local sounds from
guests, etc... Not nearly good enough.

We maintain complete control and
synchronization and that makes a huge visual When you see it, you’ll know it’s
impact. The attached video is an example of so right.
this amazing effect.

Other Affiliations and Corporate Citizenship - We’re Proud of These
35

Professional Engineer and member of
PEO (Professional Engineers Ontario)

Maintain professional standards and
accountability.

36

Member of OSPE (Ontario Society of
Professional Engineers)

As a member of this Voice of Engineers, I
maintain a commitment and integrity to my
profession and passion.

37

Past Chairman of The Board and
Ongoing Pro Level Member of CPDJA
(Canadian Professional Disc Jockey
Association)

Involved in the leadership of the largest DJ
association in Canada.

We know what other DJs do,
offer and how we stack up.
Apples to apples, we win and we
can prove it to you.

38

Founding member of MESCC (Mobile
Entertainer’s Standards Corporation of
Canada)

Creating the standards that include
accreditation for DJs, to raise the bar,
protecting the public.

Our standards are higher than
those being set for the industry.
We lead by example. You benefit
with an outstanding wedding.

39

Member of Mississauga Board of Trade

Actively involved in the business community Vibrance keeps us young at heart
to continually build relationships to grow our and excited to create your epic
business.
wedding.

40

Supporter and former member of Rotary
International, serving local and
international charities, Habitat for
Humanity, Diabetes and other charities.

Social responsibility keeps us humble and
serving others to make a difference in the
world.

You're hiring highly educated
professional people focussed on
core values that matter to you
and your wedding success.

We are here to serve you, and
make a difference in your world.

Yes, there’s more, but this Top 40 Hit List makes the point. We’re serious about the results we can deliver. Because, it matters how you
feel.
If you can afford your wedding, you can definitely afford to have us help you make it a great success, and we can prove it. We can
save you money, time, hassle and most of all, risk. We look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible, to protect your date.
Call today to discuss your wedding. Be the first, and get the most we can offer. Availability changes, when someone else makes their
decision. Make yours today, and relax. We’ve got this. We can save you Time, Hassle, Money and, most of all, Risk.
“We Bring Experience, So You Can Take One Home.”

Ron Finlay, B.A.Sc., P.Eng, WPICC
President and Entertainment Director
Cell: 647 528 3548 (DJ4U)

www.perpetualrhythms.com

info@perpetualrhythms.com

Our Core Values include Honesty, Integrity, Reliability, Responsibility, Respect and Results Focussed
2-time Winner of the CPDJA's National President's Award

5-Star Rated Professional Emcee Excellence Award Winner

Perpetual Rhythms Entertainment and Event Services
Wedding and Event Planning - DJ / MC Services - Dance Studio
The DJ you chose can make or break your event. Let's choose to make it … Grand.

